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With drive and energy (ca. 132)

SOPRANO

ALTO

From the sky_________to the sea_________to the star_________

TENOR

BASS

With drive and energy (ca. 132)

D

PLANO

that we breath_________from the depths_________of the earth_________

Bm

* Also available for S.A.B. (43541), S.S.A. (43542), and 2-part (43543).
SoundTrax CD available (43544).
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to the stars

Light up the world, light up the world.

Run like you’re born to fly.

Live like you’ll never die.
Dare what you dare to dream and every thing in between.

I had an epiphany one night, looking at the endless star filled sky.

The world is
ours.

The world is ours.

The world, the world, the world.
ours. Light up the world light up the world.

We're all __ we are. We're all __ we are.

The world is ours.

2nd time to CODA (p. 47)

2nd time to CODA (p. 8, 47)

(play 1st percussion)
Sing out your battle cry under the stadium sky.

Ocean and divide.

The world is divided we feel inside. The world is divided.
Light up the world, light up the world. Come on!

(Play if no percussion)

Sing second time only

Oh, oh, oh, oh

Percussion or hand claps

The world is
We’re all we are. We’re all we are.

Light up the world.

Oh, The world is ours.

The world is ours.
ours, ours, ours. Light up the world. Ours, our, ours. Light up the world.

We're all ___ we are. We're all ___ we are.

Percussion or handclaps

Light up the world. The world ___ is ours.

We're all ___ we are. We're all ___ we are.

Light up the world. The world ___ is ours!

We're all ___ we are. The world ___ is ours!